FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

ImageScan to Present & Exhibit at Fusion 2011
Company to Showcase How Banks Can Increase Customer Loyalty
by Building “Stickier” Customer Relationships
LANHAM, Maryland, April 28, 2011 – ImageScan Inc., a U.S.-based, leading software solutions provider for
accounts receivables management and transactional content unification, will exhibit in Booth 1200 at Fusion 2011 in
Orlando-Kissimmee, Florida on May 9-12, 2011. At this premier forum for financial operations professionals,
ImageScan will demonstrate TCM Unify®, its transactional content management unification solution, and will
highlight its core capabilities – Integrated Client Site Capture, Redaction/Encryption, and Multibank – that reward
customers with tighter information control and more secure transactions.

On Thursday, May 12, 2011, ImageScan, in concert with M&T Bank, will present an educational breakout session at
8:30 a.m. The session, titled Optimizing Business Intelligence: Meeting Client Expectations and Breaking Down
Information Silos, will examine how organizations that process large volumes of payments must respond to
changing market conditions by improving their capabilities. These organizations must invest in more intelligent and
adaptable payment processing infrastructure – or cede the business advantages provided by doing so. During the
hour-long presentation, the speakers will identify business challenges and what constitutes a solution to overcome
these environmental and market challenges. The speakers will share how organizations can benefit from a single
point of integration for payments and other content captured from multiple sources, as well as how to avoid "rip and
replace" of existing systems. The audience will learn how technology can be leveraged to aggregate payment
transactions from multiple systems for accurate posting, reporting and archive delivery.

For more information on Fusion 2011, visit www.tawpi.org/fusion.

About ImageScan Inc.
ImageScan Inc. is a U.S.-based, leading software solutions provider for accounts receivables management and transactional
content unification. Founded in 1992, ImageScan is a top supplier to Tier 1 financial institutions in the U.S. and a Microsoftcertified partner. Servicing Fortune 500 customers, ImageScan offers industry-specific solutions and services to organizations
within banking, healthcare, government, outsourcing, non-profit, insurance and fulfillment. By deploying solutions in a timely,
non-disruptive, and cost-effective manner, ImageScan offers customers a reduced cost structure, optimized business intelligence,
increased accuracy and the ability to provide differentiated services to their marketplace. With unmatched innovation and
superior customer service, ImageScan’s solutions are fully scalable and operate in some of the most demanding of HIPAA, PCI
and anti-fraud environments to meet customers’ evolving needs. For more information, visit www.goImageScan.com or call
(301) 306-0700.
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